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PRESENTATION LAYOUTPRESENTATION LAYOUT

•• Utilization and main features of ITEMUtilization and main features of ITEM

•• Model structure and main equations Model structure and main equations 

•• Simulation propertiesSimulation properties

•• Lisbon related simulations: what has Lisbon related simulations: what has 
been done and additional possible been done and additional possible 
extensions  extensions  



MODEL UTILIZATIONMODEL UTILIZATION

•• Short term to medium term forecastsShort term to medium term forecasts

•• Scenario analysis (e.g. foreign demand, Scenario analysis (e.g. foreign demand, 
exchange rate, oil price exchange rate, oil price ……shocks)shocks)

•• Evaluation of policy intervention,  Evaluation of policy intervention,  
““customarycustomary”” fiscal policy measuresfiscal policy measures



•• It provides a broad cover of the Italian economy It provides a broad cover of the Italian economy 
and it includes a detailed public finance blockand it includes a detailed public finance block

•• It is quarterly and it is estimated over the 1982 It is quarterly and it is estimated over the 1982 ––
2006 interval. 2006 interval. 

•• It includes 34 behavioural equations and 190 It includes 34 behavioural equations and 190 
identities identities 

•• Dynamic equations are modelled in terms of Dynamic equations are modelled in terms of 
ECMsECMs

•• It is a backward looking modelIt is a backward looking model

•• It is closely related to traditional supply side It is closely related to traditional supply side 
modelsmodels

MAIN FEATURES OF ITEMMAIN FEATURES OF ITEM



supply side econometric modelssupply side econometric models
In a nutshell, the main features are :In a nutshell, the main features are :

•• GDP is computed on the demand sideGDP is computed on the demand side
•• These models have a built in potential level of These models have a built in potential level of 

output (output (YY* * ) as determined by a production ) as determined by a production 
function. function. For instance:For instance:

Y* = TFP* Y* = TFP* ··L*L*αα··K K 11--αα ,     ,     with L* = LF(1 with L* = LF(1 –– NAIRU)NAIRU)

•• The mismatch between The mismatch between YY and and Y* Y* ((output gapoutput gap))
affects price behavior affects price behavior 

•• In the medium run competitiveness changes In the medium run competitiveness changes 
drive output towards its potential leveldrive output towards its potential level



The supply side in ITEMThe supply side in ITEM
The supply side in ITEM, has a few distinctive The supply side in ITEM, has a few distinctive 
features:features:

•• GDP equals the sum of market and non market GDP equals the sum of market and non market 
value added and of indirect taxes.value added and of indirect taxes.

Y = VAM + VANM + TXNETY = VAM + VANM + TXNET

•• VAMVAM is determined by a Cobbis determined by a Cobb--Douglas production Douglas production 
functionfunction

VAM = TFP VAM = TFP ··LLαα··K K 11--αα

•• The model is closed computing inventories balance The model is closed computing inventories balance 
by subctracting by subctracting aggregated aggregated demadn from demadn from supplysupply

INVCH =  Y INVCH =  Y –– (( C + G + I + X C + G + I + X –– M M ))



Production factors demandProduction factors demand

The investment and labour demand equations are The investment and labour demand equations are 
consistent with profit maximising consistent with profit maximising FOCsFOCs. . 

So that in the long run So that in the long run –– taking logs and not taking logs and not 
including constant terms including constant terms –– we have:we have:

L = VAM L = VAM ––W/P     W/P     
K = L K = L –– ULC/UCULC/UC

where: where: 
•• W/PW/P , , ULCULC and and UCUC are respectively: the real are respectively: the real 

wage, unit labour cost and capital user costwage, unit labour cost and capital user cost



TFPTFP and the cycleand the cycle
•• Measured TFP is a markedly proMeasured TFP is a markedly pro--cyclical variable.cyclical variable.
•• This happens because This happens because LL and and KK data do not data do not 

account for the intensity of factors utilization account for the intensity of factors utilization 
((factor hoardingfactor hoarding egeg.).)
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TFPTFP modellingmodelling

•• The The CDCD production function can be rewritten as: production function can be rewritten as: 

VAM = TFP* VAM = TFP* ··((ULUL))αα··((UKUK)) 11--αα

where where UU is the intensity of factor utilization and is the intensity of factor utilization and 
TFPTFP* captures technological progress* captures technological progress

•• Clearly,   Clearly,   TFP = TFPTFP = TFP* * ·· UU

•• TFPTFP** is exogenous and computed with an HP is exogenous and computed with an HP 
filterfilter

•• UU is is modelledmodelled through a statistical equationthrough a statistical equation

∆∆TFPTFP –– ∆∆TFP*TFP* = = ∆∆U =  U =  ββ··∆∆DemDem –– γγ··ASADASAD--11



where:where:
DemDem represents aggregated demandrepresents aggregated demand
ASADASAD is the ratio between supply and demandis the ratio between supply and demand

An increase of the variable ASAD corresponds to    An increase of the variable ASAD corresponds to    
an inventories accumulationan inventories accumulation
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Demand sideDemand side
It is largely standard :It is largely standard :

•• Private consumption is a function of labor Private consumption is a function of labor 
disposable income and of households net financial disposable income and of households net financial 
wealthwealth

•• Public consumption is exogenousPublic consumption is exogenous

•• Investment are in the long term (as outlined) a Investment are in the long term (as outlined) a 
function of employment, unit labor cost and user function of employment, unit labor cost and user 
cost of capital and in the short term of a proxy of cost of capital and in the short term of a proxy of 
cash flow and of output (accelerator mechanism). cash flow and of output (accelerator mechanism). 

•• Exports (Exports (X X ) and imports () and imports (M M ) respond to real ) respond to real 
exchange rate changes and to demand behavior, exchange rate changes and to demand behavior, 
respectively external and internal demand. respectively external and internal demand. 



Prices and wagesPrices and wages
•• The value added deflator responds, with a unit The value added deflator responds, with a unit 

elasticity, to unit labor cost and to the gap between elasticity, to unit labor cost and to the gap between 
measured and trend productivitymeasured and trend productivity..

P  =  ULC + P  =  ULC + φφ  ּ ּ ((TFP TFP –– TFP*TFP*))

the above implies the above implies procyclicalprocyclical markmark--upup

•• Wage behavior (i.e. per capita wage deflated by the Wage behavior (i.e. per capita wage deflated by the 
real product wage) is driven by the labor real product wage) is driven by the labor 
productivity (productivity (PROD PROD ), the fiscal WEDGE and the ), the fiscal WEDGE and the 
rate of unemployment (rate of unemployment (URUR) ) 

W/P  =  PROD + W/P  =  PROD + δδ  ּ ּ WEDGE WEDGE –– ζζ ּּ URUR

•• The above equations jointly determine an The above equations jointly determine an 
equilibrium unemployment rateequilibrium unemployment rate



The labor marketThe labor market
•• In facts equilibrium in the labor market, and thus the In facts equilibrium in the labor market, and thus the 

unemployment rate, is also determined by labor supply unemployment rate, is also determined by labor supply 

LF = N1564 LF = N1564 ·· PART f(PART f(∆∆L, Trend, W/P/PROD)L, Trend, W/P/PROD)

where where NN is working age population and is working age population and PARTPART is the is the 
participation rateparticipation rate

•• The variable The variable PARTPART in the short run reacts to in the short run reacts to 
employment changes, and thus also to cyclical factors. employment changes, and thus also to cyclical factors. 
In the long run it is only affected by socioIn the long run it is only affected by socio--demographic demographic 
factors (captured by the deterministic trend) and to the factors (captured by the deterministic trend) and to the 
real product wage.real product wage.

•• Owning to lack of dynamic homogeneity in price and Owning to lack of dynamic homogeneity in price and 
wage equations, the equilibrium rate of unemployment wage equations, the equilibrium rate of unemployment 
is affected by the growth rate of conditioning variables, is affected by the growth rate of conditioning variables, 
e.g. structural productivity, working age populatione.g. structural productivity, working age population……..



Model properties Model properties 
as a response to different shocksas a response to different shocks

The main model properties are:The main model properties are:

•• In the short run demand side stimulus (e.g. world In the short run demand side stimulus (e.g. world 
trade and public consumption increases) affect the trade and public consumption increases) affect the 
economy, however their impact is only temporary.economy, however their impact is only temporary.

•• Output is determined in the long run by factors Output is determined in the long run by factors 
that operate on the supply side of the economy. that operate on the supply side of the economy. 

•• Output level is influenced permanently by :Output level is influenced permanently by :
a) changes of the tax wedge or the user cost of  a) changes of the tax wedge or the user cost of  
capitalcapital
b) labor supply shocksb) labor supply shocks
c) structural total factor productivity c) structural total factor productivity 



Demand shock simulationsDemand shock simulations

•• permanent changes of world trade and exogenous permanent changes of world trade and exogenous 
change of consumption (impulse = 1% of GDPchange of consumption (impulse = 1% of GDP))
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World trade shockWorld trade shock
demand side viewdemand side view

•• Initial net export contributionInitial net export contribution
•• Followed by investment increase (accelerator) Followed by investment increase (accelerator) 
•• Private consumption is the last to Private consumption is the last to ““movemove””
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World trade shockWorld trade shock
supply side viewsupply side view…”…”growth accountinggrowth accounting”” approach?approach?

•• Measured TFP Measured TFP (( intensity of factor utilization) moves firstintensity of factor utilization) moves first
•• Employment contribution comes when the cycle is matureEmployment contribution comes when the cycle is mature
•• Capital stock contribution is irrelevantCapital stock contribution is irrelevant
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Private consumption shockPrivate consumption shock
financial stocks adjustments as % of GDPfinancial stocks adjustments as % of GDP

•• Households net financial assets stabilize at a lower levelHouseholds net financial assets stabilize at a lower level
•• Business Business sector sector and Non and Non residents residents net financial situation net financial situation 

improveimprove
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Tax wedge reductionTax wedge reduction
•• Direct personal Direct personal tax reduction tax reduction of 1% of GDPof 1% of GDP
•• Transmission channelsTransmission channels: a): a) temporary disposable income temporary disposable income 

increaseincrease; b) ; b) reduction reduction of of tax wedge tax wedge –– permanent effectspermanent effects ––
•• TFP TFP increase is only cyclicalincrease is only cyclical, , employment contribution to employment contribution to 

GDP GDP change mirrors change mirrors the the unemployment reductionunemployment reduction
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•• ITEM is a suitable tool for assessing macroeconomic ITEM is a suitable tool for assessing macroeconomic 
implications of structural reforms in the labor and implications of structural reforms in the labor and 
product market and for capturing technology shocksproduct market and for capturing technology shocks

•• In 2006 the model was used for a preliminary attempt In 2006 the model was used for a preliminary attempt 
to evaluate the impact of to evaluate the impact of ““genericgeneric”” reforms reforms 

•• Having also as a reference exercises previously made Having also as a reference exercises previously made 
by the Commission, shocks were implemented on the by the Commission, shocks were implemented on the 
price, wage, employment and labor participation price, wage, employment and labor participation 
equationsequations

•• The impulses corresponded to shifts of the intercept The impulses corresponded to shifts of the intercept 
terms. Implying, for instance in the case of the price terms. Implying, for instance in the case of the price 
equation, the impact of reforms aimed at increasing equation, the impact of reforms aimed at increasing 
competioncompetion in the products sector.in the products sector.

Lisbon strategyLisbon strategy
2006 Italian NPR tentative evaluation2006 Italian NPR tentative evaluation

CT1



Slide 20

CT1 dobbiamo separareesogene di nostra costruzione con dati effettivi
Cristian Tegami; 23/10/2003



SIMULATION RESULTSSIMULATION RESULTS
TWO EXAMPLESTWO EXAMPLES

•• A structural reform on the product market A structural reform on the product market 
•• The shock is a 1% permanent reduction of prices obtained The shock is a 1% permanent reduction of prices obtained 

through a shift in the intercept of the corresponding equation through a shift in the intercept of the corresponding equation 
plus a 0.5% permanent reduction of wages obtained through a plus a 0.5% permanent reduction of wages obtained through a 
shift in the intercept of the corresponding equationshift in the intercept of the corresponding equation
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SIMULATION RESULTSSIMULATION RESULTS
TWO EXAMPLESTWO EXAMPLES

•• A structural reform on the labour market A structural reform on the labour market 
(labour market participation(labour market participation))

•• The shock is a 1% permanent The shock is a 1% permanent increase increase of the of the participation participation raterate

Constant nominal interest rates Constant real interest rates
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GAINED INSIGHT and PROBLEMSGAINED INSIGHT and PROBLEMS

•• The The macroeconmicmacroeconmic impact of impact of structuralstructural reformsreforms
can can be tentatively quantifiedbe tentatively quantified, , identifying identifying a a 
transion transion pattern and a steady state impact pattern and a steady state impact 
........transition transition can can be be ““longlong””

•• Transition is faster with neutral monetary policy Transition is faster with neutral monetary policy 
...country ...country would be better would be better off off operating operating 
simultaneously  simultaneously  

•• With With –– pherpas pherpas –– the the exception exception of of tax wedge it is tax wedge it is 
difficoult to quantify difficoult to quantify the the size size of the of the shocksshocks. . 
Methodology Methodology II II results results are are neededneeded



IN THE AGENDAIN THE AGENDA

Effort to quantify Effort to quantify the shock the shock to be implemented to be implemented 
•• Input Input fromfrom LIME  LIME  results results and and Commission Commission 
•• Autonomous effortAutonomous effort

–– laborlabor market:market:
augmentingaugmenting the the specificationspecification of the of the wage equation wage equation 
and of the and of the participation equationparticipation equation
linking linking ITEM ITEM with with model of model of microsimulaton microsimulaton 
developped by Treasury developped by Treasury and and Ministry Ministry of of LaborLabor

–– Product Product market:market:
more more litterature researchlitterature research
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